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ABSTRACT

This monograph analyzes accounting using information theory developed by Claude Shannon and others. A three-way framing equivalence is derived (i) when states are observable; and (ii) when states are not observable and only a signal is observable where the signal reports the state with error. The equivalence establishes equality of accounting numbers, firm rate of return, and the amount of information available to the firm where Shannon’s entropy is the information metric. The major assumptions used in deriving the state observable equivalences are constant relative risk aversion preferences, arbitrage free prices, and geometric mean accounting valuation. State unobservability is modeled using the quantum axioms, and, hence, quantum probabilities; the state is unobservable in the same way quantum objects are unobservable. The state observable equivalence is seen to be a special case of the state unobservable equivalence.

Quantum probabilities allow analyzing the effects of entanglement, a phenomenon not occurring when classical probabilities are used. Entanglement is seen to be a powerful
economic force, and caused by instantaneous communication of information. We speculate double entry accounting can be a mechanism for creating entanglement effects as (i) double entry accounting conveys information relevant to the expected return maximization and entropy reduction; and (ii) it does so instantaneously as the same number is simultaneously available in two places (due to double entry).

**Keywords:** double entry; entropy; entanglement; instantaneous information transfer; uncertainty; Shannon theory; quantum information processing; quantum computation
The double entry accounting system is over five centuries old. In that time, commerce and technology have changed in dramatic and unforeseen ways. The double entry system, however, continues to survive and even thrive. The reasons for its durability and longevity remain something of a mystery. In this monograph we offer some speculations about the reasons for double entry accounting’s apparent usefulness. To arrive at a place where speculations can be made requires some work. The work is done in three steps.

Step one derives a framing equivalence which establishes an equality between expected rate of return (denominated in dollars) and entropy (denominated in probabilities).

\[ E[r|X] = r_f + H(p) - H(p|X) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

\( E[r|X] \) is the expected rate of return given an information source \( X \); \( r_f \) is the risk-free rate of return. \( H(p) = - \sum p_i \ln (p_i) \) is the entropy of a probability distribution specified by state probabilities \( p_i \) and measures the amount of uncertainty (Shannon, 1948). \( H(p|X) \) is the entropy of conditional probabilities derived from \( X \).

The framing equivalence changes the frame of analysis from economic decision making with dollars to an information theory context.
with probabilities. This allows interrogating economic decisions in an information frame using entropy and related information concepts. Some other academic disciplines have made intellectual progress by changing the frame to information. For example, the science of thermodynamics originally confronted questions involving heat and energy. Changing the frame to information allowed resolving long-standing paradoxes in thermodynamics, notably the puzzle of Maxwell’s demon.¹

We propose to follow a similar line of inquiry in accounting: the attempt is to illuminate accounting questions by working in the information frame; deriving the framing equivalence (1.1) is the first step. Questions about the economic rate of return, \( E[r|X] \), can be reframed as questions about information. An increase (decrease) in \( E[r|X] \) due to information source \( X \) equals a decrease (increase) in the entropy expression; the latter is the metric for the amount of information in source \( X \) in our analysis.

**Information in \( X = H(p) - H(p|X) \)**

In addition, using geometric mean accounting (that is, the book value of the assets at the end of the period is valued at the geometric mean of returns), we establish that \( E[r|X] \) is the logarithm of one plus the accounting rate of return, and, hence, the three equivalence relations.

\[
\ln \left( 1 + \frac{Income}{Assets} \right) = E[r|X] = r_f + H(p) - H(p|X)
\]

Three assumptions are required to derive these equivalence relations: constant relative risk aversion preferences, arbitrage free prices, and geometric mean accounting valuation.

The second step is to invoke the assumption that the states of the world are not directly observable; all that can be observed is a measurement about the state where the measurement includes some random errors.² The existence of unobservable states makes the analysis of information source \( X \) more interesting. In particular, state unobservability

---

¹Good references on this topic include Seife (2007) and Sen (2021).

²The analysis begins with the specification of a state-act-outcome matrix wherein outcomes are jointly determined by acts (controllable) and states of the world (not controllable). State unobservability is the only difference between the first and the second steps. As shown later, state unobservability causes a decrease in the value of information.
decreases the benefit associated with the information source (quantified by $E[r|X] - E[r]$). We denote the decreases in the benefit of $X$ as the “observability gap.” We propose to investigate the determinants of the gap and the possible ways to reduce the gap.

The signal is modeled using the axioms of quantum information as in Nielsen and Chuang (2004). Notably, the state of the world is unobservable in (exactly) the same way as a quantum state is unobservable. A revised framing equivalence is derived under the conditions of state unobservability,

$$\ln \left(1 + \frac{\text{Income}}{\text{Assets}}\right) = E[r|X] = r_f + H(\lambda) - H(\lambda|X),$$

(1.2)

where $\lambda_j$ is the (quantum) probability of a particular measurement $j$ determined by the quantum axioms. Quantum axioms imply that the quantum probabilities are defined on a vector space; this is in contrast to the probabilities (of classical states) that are defined on a set. When a probability is defined over a vector, it is a more general characterization and can be used to describe richer (and more interesting) settings. For us, the enrichment is entanglement. Here we are not presuming that economic phenomena are like quantum phenomena in a small scale. Instead, we use quantum axioms to account for state unobservability and to explore a richer probability analysis.

We should emphasize how we view the role of the “qubits;” what they are and what they do in our setting. In the quantum world qubits, quantum bits, are used to describe the states of the world—qubits convey information about the states; based on quantum axioms, qubits are vectors. We view qubits as equivalent to the decision-making units in the firm: individuals, say, or divisions, or processes; wherever firm decisions are made. What qubits do is to acquire and process information. Acquisition of information reduces entropy and, by the framing equivalences (1.2), entropy is all that matters to explain the expected rate of return. If entropy goes down, the expected rate of return goes up by exactly the same amount.

---

3The contrast between the classical probabilities and the quantum probabilities is discussed and illustrated in Bradley (2019a,b).
In step three we run thought experiments. Taking advantage of the framing equivalences (1.1) and (1.2), it is much more convenient to run the thought experiments in an information frame. The purpose of the thought experiments is to determine how to achieve more efficient information processing by the qubits: more efficient in the sense that entropy is reduced; and, hence, the expected rate of return is increased (the observability gap is reduced). The answer to more efficient information processing is entanglement. Entanglement reduces entropy.

The quantum axioms, while supplying a definition of entanglement, don’t explain very well what entanglement does. That’s what the Bell Theorem does; it explains what entanglement does. Entanglement is a powerful way to communicate information. One possible manifestation of entanglement is when one qubit acquires information, that information is instantly available to another (entangled) qubit.

It is at this point that we (finally) feel justified in engaging in some speculation about the role and efficiency of double entry accounting in an information processing setting. Because of the framing equivalences, accounting numbers reflect the same phenomena as captured in the expected rate of return as well as the entropy reduction. Double entry supplies a mechanism for (virtually) simultaneous communication of information and, hence, can serve as a way to exploit the benefits of entanglement among information processors (decision-makers). In particular, writing down the same number twice ensures it arrives simultaneously to two different decision-makers. As all transactions are captured in the accounting system, much information can be dispersed throughout the firm in this fashion.

Admittedly, the connections we make between double entry accounting and entanglement are speculative. Nonetheless, given the remarkable explanatory power of entanglement with respect to information in the physical world, we view the speculations as potentially fruitful.

Shannon’s entropy was introduced in a significant way to the accounting literature by Lev’s monograph (Lev, 1969) for the American Accounting Association. Lev (1969) uses entropy to analyze aggregation issue in financial statements, evaluate the accuracy of budgets and assess losses associated with financial failure. Lev and Theil (1978) use the principle of maximum entropy as a criterion for the selection of
depreciation schemes when imperfect information is available. More recent studies in the rational inattention literature view accounting as communication channel to investors and employ entropy to measure the channel capacity (Sims, 1998, 2003). Jiang and Yang (2017) apply entropy to measure the informativeness of accounting disclosure in a signaling setting and Bertomeu et al. (2020) apply entropy to measure investors’ attention allocation of managers’ voluntary disclosure. Our study establishes the equivalence between accounting numbers and information and proposes the double entry accounting as a mechanism for instantaneous information transfer.

The remainder of the monograph is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish the three-way classical equivalence (step one). In Section 3 we establish the three-way quantum equivalence (step two). The classical equivalence is a special case of the quantum equivalence. In Section 4, we define observability gap and run thought experiments to show that entanglement can reduce the observability gap (step three). We interpret entanglement in the quantum world using the Bell Theorem and conjecture that double entry accounting is a mechanism for entanglement in the business world. We conclude in Section 5. All proofs are provided in Appendix A. Appendix B discusses the Bell Theorem and computes a Bell inequality.
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